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Multifragmentation in EyyyA 5 35 MeV Collisions: Evidence for a Coulomb Driven Breakup?
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Multifragment disintegrations have been measured for central Au+Au collisions atEyA  35 MeV.
Fragment emission occurs predominantly at low center of mass energies of aboutEyA ø 5 MeV,
consistent with a Coulomb dominated breakup of a single source. Mean fragment multiplicities
of kNIMFl ø 10.8 are extracted after correction for the detection efficiency. The fragment charge
distributions decrease much more gradually than expected from scaling laws recently applied to the
extraction of critical exponents for the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition from nuclear collisions.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq, 25.70.Gh
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Very highly charged nuclear systems are fundame
tally unstable. At low excitation energies this instabilit
manifests itself by the binary fission of heavysZ . 90d
nuclei [1], and at higher excitation energies, by the b
nary disintegration of highly charged systemss184 $

Z $ 92d formed momentarily in central, near Coulomb
barrier collisions [2]. Coulomb [3] and isospin effects [4
are also predicted to strongly modify the characteristi
of low density phase transitions in nuclear matter and
significantly alter the collision dynamics, increasing th
likelihood of a multifragment disintegration [5–8]. The
predicted consequences of Coulomb instabilities inclu
the formation of bubblelike multifragment breakup con
figurations in central collisions atEbeamyA ø 30 MeV
[8], and a flattening of the fragment charge distribution
with decreasing excitation energy [5,6]. If true, this la
ter prediction could invalidate present techniques for t
extraction of critical exponents from fragment charg
distributions [9 –11] and complicate [6] the extrapola
tion of present measurements to the limit of infinite nu
clear matter.

Even though the Coulomb interaction is known t
strongly modify nuclear properties, little is experimentall
known about Coulomb driven multifragment decay
Collisions between highly charged Au nuclei at inciden
energies ofEyA  100 MeV, are characterized by a
very large collective expansion of the compressed cent
region formed during the early stages of the collisio
[12,13]. For such violent collisions, Coulomb instabilitie
may play only a minor role. A few measurements o
the multifragment disintegration of very highly charge
systemssZtot $ 130d have been performed at low inciden
energies sEyA ø 30 MeVd, which suggest that bulk
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multifragmentation processes contribute little to a tot
reaction cross section dominated by strongly damp
binary collisions [14,15]. In this Letter, we present mea
surements of very central Au+Au collisions at a slightl
higher energy,EyA  35 MeV which strongly suggest
a Coulomb driven multifragment decay. Consisten
with recent molecular dynamics calculations for highl
charged systems [5], we observe remarkably flat elemen
distributions that are predicted to be a consequence
the destabilizing long range Coulomb interaction and ar
therefore, inconsistent with the assumptions underlyin
recent extractions of critical exponents for the nucle
liquid-gas phase transition [9 –11].

The experiment was performed at the National Supe
conducting Cyclotron Laboratory of Michigan State Uni
versity. Beams of Au ions atEyA  35 MeV incident
energy, accelerated by the K1200 cyclotron, were used
bombard Au foils of approximately5 mgycm2 areal den-
sity. Light charged particles and intermediate mass fra
ments (IMF’s:3 # ZIMF # 20) were detected at23± #

Qlab # 160± by 158 phoswich detector elements of th
MSU Miniball [16], and fragments with3 # Z # 79 at
3± # Qlab # 23± by 44 gas-Si-Si(Li)-CsI detectors of
the INFN Multics Array [17]. The charge identification
thresholds were about 2, 3, and 4 MeVynucleon in the
Miniball for Z = 3, 10, and 18, respectively, and about 1.
MeVynucleon in the Multics Array independent of frag
ment charge. To achieve higher precision in the Miniba
energy calibrations, however, a higher energy threshold
laboratory energies ofEyA  5 MeV was imposed upon
the analysis of particles detected in the Miniball. The ge
metric acceptance of the combined array was greater th
87% of4p.
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For the analysis reported here, impact parameters w
selected via constraints upon the total charged–parti
multiplicity detected in the combined system. Assumin
that the charged-particle multiplicity decreases monoto
cally with impact parameter, a “reduced” impact param
ter, b̂  bybmax, for each event was determined accordin
to [18]

b̂ 
b

bmax


"Z `

NC sbd
dNCPsNCd

#1y2

. (1)

Here,PsNCd is the probability distribution for the charged
particle multiplicity for NC . 2, andpb2

max is the cross
section for collisions withNC . 2.

The analysis focused upon central events withNC $ 28
corresponding tôb # 0.1. For such events, approximately
53% of the total charge is detected in the experimen
apparatus, and a surprisingly large fraction, 58%, of th
detected charge is bound in intermediate mass fragme
defined here by3 # ZIMF # 20. Using the inherent sym-
metry of the Au+Au reaction [19], the detection efficienc
was determined and an efficiency corrected mean IM
multiplicity kNIMF l  10.8 6 1 was obtained. The cor-
responding efficiency corrected charge distribution, show
by the solid points in Fig. 1, is surprisingly flat. A simi-
larly flat charge distribution, shown by the open points,
also observed for fragments emitted at center of mass
gles ofuc.m.  90± 6 20±, suggesting that the large abun
dance of heavier fragments does not originate from t
decay of projectilelike and targetlike remnants. (Diffe
ences between the two sets of data are comparable to
systematic uncertainties in the efficiency correction.) F
comparison, we show the charge distribution measured

FIG. 1. Efficiency corrected relative elemental probability dis
tribution PsZdyPs3d for fragments emitted in central colli-
sions ˆsb # 0.1d for the reaction Au+Au atEyA  35 MeV
(solid points). The corresponding differential distribution a
Qc.m.  90± 6 20± is shown as open points. Relative elemen
tal yields for central collisions atEyA  100 MeV and periph-
eral collisions atEyA  1000 MeV from Ref. [20] are shown
by the solid and open squares, respectively.
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central collisions atEyA  100 MeV (solid squares) for
the same system [20], and the charge distribution measu
in peripheral collisions atEyA  1000 MeV for the same
system (open squares) [20]. Both of these charge dis
butions measured at higher energies decrease much m
steeply with fragment charge.

Early investigations of high-energy hadron-nucleus co
lisions revealed a power-law behavior,psAd ~ A2t, of
the inclusive mass distributions [21], similar to that ob
served for the distributions of droplets for near-critica
macroscopic systems exhibiting a liquid and a gaseo
phase [22]. Consistent with this macroscopic analog
values for the “critical parameter” oft have been ex-
tracted [9,10] from analyses of charge distributions me
sured for smaller systems containing 80–200 nucleon
After correction for finite size effects and detection ef
ficiency, values fort ø 2.2 are obtained for peripheral
collisions in the domain of limiting fragmentation; one
such example is provided by the data for slowly expan
ing systems produced via peripheral collisions atEyA 
1000 MeV shown in Fig. 1. Similar data have been inter
preted [9–11] as evidence for near critical behavior.

Such attempts to extract critical exponents [9–11] fro
scaling laws have relied heavily upon the assumption th
the charge or mass distributions of systems at thermal eq
librium display minimum values fort at the critical point.
The charge distribution in Fig. 1 forEyA  35 MeV can
be described in the range of3 # Z # 20 by a x2 fit of a
power law with values fort of t  1.22 6 0.05. This
value is much smaller than the valuet ø 2.2 expected
from scaling laws at the critical point of the liquid gas
phase diagram. Compared to this difference, finite si
corrections tot, deduced from percolation model calcula
tions for systems withA ø 400 [10], are negligible. This
prompts more detailed consideration of other factors th
could enhance the production of heavier fragments.

Angular momentum [23,24], Coulomb interaction
[3,25], nonequilibrium effects [26], and noncompac
decay configurations [27] have been raised previously
important issues but have not been taken into accou
during the extraction [9–11] of critical exponents. Befor
focusing upon Coulomb effects, it is worthwhile con
sidering some of these other possibilities. For examp
the selection of events with impact parametersb̂ # 0.1
used in the construction of Fig. 1 could include contr
butions from strongly damped reactions, due to the fini
resolution of the impact parameter filter. The importanc
of the statistical decay of rapidly rotating projectilelike
and targetlike residues with enhanced branching rat
for fragment emission [23,24,28] can be assessed
examining the fragment velocity distributions.

Typical examples of such velocity distributions ar
shown in Fig. 2 forZ  7 and peripheral (̂b $ 0.7, up-
per panel) and central collisions (b̂ # 0.1, lower panel),
respectively [19]. Ringlike emission patterns, centere
about the projectilelike and targetlike residue velocitie
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FIG. 2 (color). Velocity distributiond2Pyy'dykdy' for Z 
7 fragments emitted in peripheral collisions (b̂ $ 0.7, upper
panel) and central collisions (b̂ # 0.1, lower panel). The
velocity axes are in units of the speed of light, and the intens
scale is linear. The circle corresponds to a fixed velocity
0.1c in the center of mass. (In this figure, the efficienc
corrected velocity distributions aty $ yc.m. have been reflected
about the center of mass velocityyc.m. to obtain a thresholdless
distribution for all velocities.)

and characteristic of the statistical decay of rapidly rota
ing projectilelike and targetlike residues, are only weak
observed. Instead, distributions of IMF’s for periphera
and central collisions have a major component center
about the center of mass velocityyc.m.. Fragments are
formed primarily in peripheral collisions by the fragmen
tation of a “neck” that momentarily connects projectilelik
and targetlike residues, consistent with previous obser
tions [29]. This “neck” or “overlap region” forms a “par-
ticipant” source that grows in size and importance wi
decreasing impact parameter until it encompasses the
tire system.
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The circle in Fig. 2 corresponds to a constant rms frag
ment velocity of yrms  sky2

c.m.ld1y2 ø 0.1c, consistent
with the velocity distribution for fragments emitted in cen-
tral collisions at70± # Qc.m. # 110± and approximately
correct for the participant source at other angles [30
Such a low value foryrms is roughly consistent with the
Coulomb disintegration of a single spherical source at
constant density of about0.25 2 0.3r0. This conclusion
is supported by the observations in such central Au+A
collisions [30] of fragment c.m. velocities, fragment-
fragment correlation functions, and event shape analys
that are consistent with the Coulomb expansion of a sphe
ical source. While these latter results suggest modest a
gular momentum effects, a precise estimate of such effec
is difficult at present, and some angular momentum depe
dent enhancements [23,24,28] in the branching ratios f
noncompound fragment emission may be possible if th
decay mechanism is phase space dominated.

Unusually flat fragment charge distributions have bee
predicted by a number of theoretical investigations. Re
duced values of the extracted “effective” critical pa-
rameter t ø 1.7 have been attributed to the existence
of a nonequilibrium mixture of fragments and a super
saturated nucleonic gas at freezeout [9]. Within mi
crocanonical fragmentation models [3,25], the Coulom
interaction causes significantly larger fragment multi
plicities [3] and a preference for bubblelike fragmen
spatial distributions [25]. Within bond percolation models
[27], such noncompact bubblelike decay configuration
can display values for the critical parametert that are
20% smaller than those for compact spherical system
Classical molecular dynamical simulations of neutral, ini
tially thermalized liquid drops predict a nonequilibrium
fragmentation within the region of adiabatic instability
[7,26] and for a specific choice of the molecular inter
action [26], a reduction in the effective critical exponen
t in heavy systems to minimum values of aboutt ø 1.6.
A qualitative change in the dependence of charge distrib
tions upon excitation energy is predicted within molecula
dynamics calculations when the Coulomb interaction i
introduced [5]. In the calculations of Ref. [5], for exam-
ple, the calculated slope parametert displays a minimum
of about t ø 2.2 for a neutral system of 394 nucleons
at an intermediate temperature ofT0  42 5 MeV and
larger values oft corresponding to steeper charge distri
butions at either higher or lower temperatures. With th
inclusion of the Coulomb interaction, this minimum dis-
appears and the calculated values fort decrease mono-
tonically with decreasing temperature to attaint ø 1.3
at the lowest calculated temperature,T ø 0.2T0. While
the specific values fort or temperature may depend upon
computational details, the results of Ref. [5] do sugges
that the most compelling cause for the extreme flatne
of the measured charge distribution is the destabilizin
Coulomb interaction. This interpretation is also consisten
with the differences between the present measuremen
4375
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and the measured trends observed for the multifragmen
tion of less highly charged systems [10,11].

In summary, multifragment disintegrations hav
been measured for central Au+Au collisions a
EyA  35 MeV. Fragment emission occurs predomi
nantly at low emission energies of aboutEyA ø 5 MeV
in the center of mass, consistent with a Coulomb dom
inated breakup of a single source. Mean intermedia
mass fragment multiplicities ofkNIMFl ø 10.8 are ex-
tracted. Fragment charge distributions are observed t
decrease much more gradually than would be consist
with recent extractions of critical exponents for the nu
clear liquid-gas phase transition. These observations
qualitatively consistent with trends predicted for Coulom
driven multifragment decays of highly charged system
Additional experimental and theoretical work is require
to quantitatively understand the present observations.
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